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2The first string of the neoteri high energy neutrino telesope IeCube suessfully
began operating in January 2005. It is antiipated that upon ompletion the new de-
tetor will vastly inrease the sensitivity and extend the reah of AMANDA to higher
energies. A disussion of the IeCube's disovery potential for extra-terrestrial neu-
trinos, together with the prospets of new physis derived from the ongoing AMANDA
researh will be the fous of this paper.
Preliminary results of the first antarti high energy neutrino telesope AMANDA
searhing in the muon neutrino hannel for loalized and diffuse exess of extra-
terrestrial neutrinos will be reviewed using data olleted between 2000 and 2003.
Neutrino flux limits obtained with the all-flavor dediated UHE and asade analy-
ses will be desribed. A first neutrino spetrum above one TeV in agreement with
atmospheri neutrino flux expetations and no extra-terrestrial ontribution will be
presented, followed by a disussion of a limit for neutralino CDM andidates anni-
hilating in the enter of the Sun.
1. PHYSICS GOALS
The AMANDA neutrino telesope was primarily designed to searh for extra-terrestrial
high energy (HE) neutrinos in quest of the mysterious origins of the HE osmi rays (CR).
The ourrene of eletroni aeleration up to about 100 TeV has been demonstrated in
SNR, nevertheless, multiwavelength studies have not established that they may aelerate
nuleons as well.
Conventional astronomy is ontinually revealing an ever riher sky at TeV energies, pow-
ered by astronomial objets suh as AGN or SNR and has shown that the atalysmi
GRB phenomena are quite ommon in the universe. It is postulated that these objets are
hadroni aelerators and may therefore be at the origin of the CR's, up to the highest ener-
gies. Most likely, the interation of these aelerated partiles with the proton environment
and the surrounding radiation field results in the prodution of a seondary HE ν flux. The
disovery of a positive signal through the exploration of the neutrino sky would provide an
unambiguous signature and begin to resolve a 100 year old ontroversy.
From the astrophysial perspetive, neutrinos provide aess to the distant HE sky, un-
available to photons whih interat with the IR bakground at TeV energies and with the
3CMBR around 1 PeV, reduing their path from the edge of the Milky Way. Also, harged
osmi rays are astronomial messengers (i.e. pointing bak to their soures) improving with
a rigidity inrease, but whih undergo an energy damping above ≈ 1019.5 eV/nuleon due to
CMBR photopion prodution over osmologially short distanes (<50 Mp).
In the past years, AMANDA has lowered the upper limits of an extra-terrestrial HE ν
flux, with no positive signal yet. This is why the IeCube projet was born. There are
strong arguments in favor of building a magnified version of AMANDA-II. First, there are
guaranteed neutrino soures: the extra-galati CR interating with the CMBR produe of
order of 1 event/yr/km
2
, the galati CR interating with the ISM in the disk produe an
observable flux. Furthermore, a CR exess mostly from the Cygnus region and from the
galati enter around 1018 eV hints at in-flight deay of neutrons primaries after a typial
path of a few kp, produing an observable ν¯e-flux [1℄. Seond, H.E.S.S looking at the TeV
SNR RX J1713.7-3946 has demonstrated a lear inrease of the flux in the diretions of
moleular louds [2℄, suggesting they may be targets for aelerated protons [3℄. In this
ase, we ould expet 20 νµ/yr/km
2
. Third, if we onsider transparent soures (from whih
neutrons and pions an esape) and the extra-galati CR energy density (from the observed
CR flux above the knee), the neutrino spetrum an be derived [4℄ leading to an observable
flux in IeCube but not in AMANDA-II. Finally, various models for extra-galati and
galati point-like emitters predit a signal within reah of the IeCube detetor [1, 5, 6℄.
The ase of HE neutrino physis potential has been desribed in more details in e.g. [7℄.
The sensitivity of the IeCube detetor upon ompletion is expeted to improve by about
one order of magnitude over urrent limits within three years and will be well below the
Waxman-Bahall upper bound. This may truly open a new window on the universe.
As a bonus, the HE atmospheri neutrino statistis whih will be aumulated over the
years with IeCube will offer us partile physis opportunities within and beyond the SM,
this will be disussed in setion 4.
2. THE AMANDA AND THE ICECUBE NEUTRINO TELESCOPES
The AMANDA-II detetor onsists of an array of 677 photomultipliers, arranged on 19
strings, instrumenting a ylindrial volume with an outer radius of 100 m, buried in the ie
under the geographi South Pole. The detetor has been in operation sine 2000. At the
4deployment depths between 1.5 and 2 km, the ie is lear and the seondary muon intensity
originating in osmi air showers in the atmosphere is redued by a large fator. Nevertheless,
it still onstitutes the major experimental bakground, triggering AMANDA at a rate of
about 60 Hz. The 10 inner strings, arranged on a ylinder with a 60 m radius, is alled
AMANDA-B10 and was ompleted in 1997 [8℄. The proof of priniple was demonstrated in
observing atmospheri neutrinos [9℄ at the expeted levels.
Events are reonstruted [10℄ by measuring the arrival time of

Cerenkov light propagating
in the transparent medium, emitted by either rossing relativisti (neutrino-indued) muons
or by showers resulting from neutral urrent interations for all three neutrino flavors, νe,
νµ and ντ and from νe and ντ harged urrent interation (referred to as the asade hannels
in the following). AMANDA is therefore sensitive to all three neutrino flavors, whih is im-
portant in the ontext of neutrino osillations, as we expet all three flavors to be populated
equally νe:νµ:ντ=1:1:1 after traveling osmologial distane from their soure (νe:νµ:ντ=1:2:ǫ,
ǫ < 10−5 is expeted from an hadroni aelerator) [11℄. The neutrino-indued muon han-
nel and the asade hannels have different speifiities and are then omplementary: while
muon traks are reonstruted with an inidene diretion resolution ∆Ψ ≈ 2.5◦, asade
events are reonstruted with a better energy resolution ∆logE≈15%.
Analyses with AMANDA are faing various soures of systemati errors. They origi-
nate in unertainties onerning the ie properties, the absolute detetor sensitivities and
the primary CR ray spetrum normalization and its exat omposition. Speifially, UHE
AMANDA analyses must also aount for the unertainties in neutrino ross setion and
muon propagation.
IeCube's first string was suessfully deployed at a maximal depth of 2.45 km under
the South Pole ie ap in January 2005. The observatory will eventually onsist of an
array of 80 strings enompassing the existing AMANDA-II detetor. The one km long
strings will be equipped with 60 digital optial modules eah, arranged in the knots of a
triangular lattie with 125 m edge in a one km
3
hexagonal volume. This is more than
two orders of magnitude larger than AMANDA-II and prospet analyses results [12℄ show
that the sensitivities will be resaled by roughly the same fator, with a slightly shifted
energy threshold though (Eν ≈ 100 GeV), due to a sparser instrumentation of the volume.
Sensitivities in all detetion hannels will extend to higher energies and neutrino signals
will be probed up to Eν > 10 EeV. Events will be identified in the asade hannels above
510 TeV with the exiting possibility of observing double bang ντ -events around one PeV.
We will report more preisely on the neutrino-indued muon hannel later and disuss the
disovery potential of IeCube (setion 4). The trigger rate is expeted to be around 1700
Hz, while atmospheri neutrino-indued muon events will be reorded at the pae of 300 per
day, with an improved angular auray ∆Ψ<1◦ ompared to AMANDA-II apabilities.
On top of eah IeCube string, at the surfae, elements of the IeTop array are being
deployed. It will eventually onsist of 160 ie

Cerenkov detetors and will allow the detetion
of air showers at energies above≈ 1 PeV. This will not only failitate the IeCube bakground
rejetion, but will also enable preise omposition studies of the harged CR spetrum in the
knee region.
3. RESULTS FROM AMANDA
We fous in this setion on reent results from searhes for an extra-terrestrial neutrino
flux, from individual point-like emitters and from a osmologial distribution of unresolved
weaker soures.
3.1. Searhes for an extra-terrestrial diuse neutrino ux
The underlying theoretial models for diffuse HE ν flux are often linked to the UHE CR
flux [4, 13, 14℄, from whih neutrino flux upper bounds are derived providing benhmarks
for our searhes. These analyses aim at finding global exess, exploiting an expeted harder
extra-terrestrial neutrino spetrum (dΦ/dE∼E−α, α≈2) in omparison to the steeply falling
atmospheri neutrino bakground (α=3.7). They ritially depend on detetor simulation
losely mathing the experimental data. All detetion hannels are available to perform these
searhes, providing an internal ross hek of our results. Below final and preliminary results
are presented, 90% C.L. upper limits and sensitivities will be quoted using the all-flavor
sheme (the total neutrino flux at Earth in our results assuming νe:νµ:ντ=1:1:1, ν/ν¯ = 1)
and assuming E−2 benhmark neutrino spetral shapes. The next two results are quikly
summarized, as they have been previously disussed in some detail in [15℄ and orresponding
papers are now available [16, 17℄. We then exhibit the first muon neutrino spetrum above
one TeV and extrat from it an upper limit for an extra-terrestrial flux.
6A searh for an UHE extra-terrestrial neutrino flux using AMANDA-B10 '97 data set
yield an all-flavor limit [16℄:
E2ν
dΦν
dEν
= 0.99 · 10−6GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1, 1 PeV < Eν < 3 EeV. (1)
In this range of energy, beause of the rise of the neutrino ross setions, events onentrate
near the horizon and illuminate the whole detetor. Therefore new seletion tehniques were
developed, in order to disriminate neutrino events from the HE atmospheri bakground.
This analysis has shown similar sensitivity to all three neutrino flavors, although slightly
higher for muon neutrinos, as shown in Fig. 1.
A searh in the asade hannels, using the 2000 AMANDA-II data set [17℄ has lead to
an all-flavor upper limit:
E2ν
dΦν
dEν
= 0.86 · 10−6GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1, 50TeV < Eν < 5 PeV,
extrated from the effetive area plot shown in Fig. 2. The analysis demonstrated the all-
flavor apabilities of the AMANDA-II detetor, showing similar sensitivities in all three
flavors. Based on the neutrino effetive area of a speifi analysis, the relevane of speifi
models an be assessed for an arbitrary spetral shape. This partiular searh did exlude
various models aording to the model rejetion fator µ90%/nmodel [18℄. µ90% is the upper
limit on the number of signal events, inluding the bakground and the systemati uner-
tainties and nmodel is the average number of signal events expeted for a differential neutrino
flux, desribed by dΦνα
model
/dEνα/dΩ. nmodel is alulated aording to
nmodel =
∑
α=e,µ,τ
Tlife
∫
Ω
∫
Eνα
Aνα
eff
(Eνα, δ)
dΦνα
model
dEναdΩ
dEναdΩ, (2)
in whih Tlife is the detetor lifetime. The integral over dΩ ontributes a fator 4π in this
speifi analysis beause an isotropi diffuse flux is assumed (the dependeny of Aνα
eff
(Eνα, δ)
on the delination δ is irrelevant in this speifi diffuse flux searh analysis). Speifi models,
P pγ [19℄ and MPR [13℄ were not disarded by the results of this analysis. However, we
show now that the P pγ hypothetial neutrino flux model does not survive the preliminary
results of a 4-year ombined prospetive analysis.
The preliminary result of a ombined 4-year analysis of data olleted between 2000
and 2003, enompassing 807 days of detetor lifetime and onduted in the muon neutrino
hannel sets an all-flavor sensitivity [20℄:
E2ν
dΦν
dEν
= 3.3 · 10−7GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1, 16TeV < Eν < 2 PeV.
7The number of experimental neutrino-indued muon events whih has been observed is 6
with an expetation of 9.7, yielding an upper flux limit of:
E2ν
dΦν
dEν
= 1.29 · 10−7GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1, 16TeV < Eν < 2 PeV.
These results do not however inlude soures of systemati errors and should be autiously
appreiated at the moment. This upper flux limit is approximately half an order of magni-
tude above the WB upper bound and, if onfirmed, rules out P pγ and the most optimisti
MPR diffuse neutrino flux models.
The preliminary result from an UHE analysis with AMANDA-II, from data olleted in
2000, sets an all-flavor sensitivity [21℄:
E2ν
dΦν
dEν
= 3.8 · 10−7GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1, 180TeV < Eν < 1.8 EeV
By ombining 5 years of data, the upper flux limit is expeted to be further onstrained:
E2ν
dΦν
dEν
= 0.93 · 10−7GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1, 180TeV < Eν < 1.8 EeV.
We will now disuss a different approah in our searh for an extra-terrestrial diffuse
exess. Using the data olleted between 2000 and 2003, the atmospheri muon neutrino
spetrum has been reonstruted above one TeV, shown in Fig. 3. To take the finite dete-
tor energy resolution into aount, the spetrum has been unfolded, using a regularization
proedure to ope with the low statistis in the HE bins. The method used to determine
a possible extra-terrestrial ontribution is the following: from a set of generated E−2 sig-
nal spetra, the neutrino event distributions (after regularized unfolding) in eah individual
bin are onstruted for various flux strengths. Now, we onsider various energy ranges. An
upper limit an be alulated, using Feldman-Cousins unified sheme [22℄, from the distribu-
tions of the integrated number of MC signal events and the orresponding number of events
in the experimental spetrum. The best all-flavor limit to an extra-terrestrial ontribution
that we obtain is [23℄:
E2
dΦν
dEν
= 7.8 · 10−7GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1, 100TeV < Eν < 300TeV.
This HE muon neutrino spetrum offers other physis opportunities mentioned in setion 4.
Results of these various diffuse neutrino analyses are summarized in Fig. 4.
83.2. Searhes for loalized neutrino ux exesses
This setion briefly illustrates analyses searhing for a statistial exess originating in
narrow regions of the northern sky. These analyses are exlusively onduted in the muon
hannel, beause of its better pointing resolution. The sensitivities of these analyses are
optimized by taking advantage of the experimentally observed off-soure detetor response
whih defines the bakground.
3.2.1. Searhes for steady point soures in the northern sky
The sensitivity to point soures has been inreased by a large fator in the reent years,
using the growing set of aumulated AMANDA data, profiting from onsequent develop-
ments in the analyses methods and an improved understanding of the detetor. Previous
analyses [2729℄ demonstrated the ourse of these progresses. The preliminary results [30℄
from a ombined 4-year point soure searh show a rather uniform sensitivity w.r.t. the
delination δ, also remarkably lose to the horizon (Fig. 5, left). The delination averaged
sensitivity is
E2νµ
dΦνµ
dEνµ
≈ 0.7 · 10−7GeV cm−2 s−1, 90%C.L..
The muon neutrino effetive area Aνeff shown on the right of Fig. 5 allows us to alulate
the limit for an arbitrary flux spetrum aording to eq. 2 (with Aνα
eff
(Eνα, δ) = 0, α = e, τ).
The final neutrino sample onsists of 3329 up-going neutrino-indued muon traks, at an
estimated 90% purity level. Two approahes have been onsidered in order to study the
event lustering: a searh in the whole northern sky and a searh on 33 preseleted point
soure andidates, believed to be hadroni aelerators. This two approahes differ by
their assoiated trial fator, whih is taken into aount when alulating a possible exess
signifiane. No statistially signifiant departures from the null signal hypothesis have been
found. The preseleted soure sample results are summarized Table 1.
3.2.2. Searh for a solar neutralino dark matter annihilation signature
One of the most urgent osmologial problem omes from the non observation of ≈80%
of the matter ontent of the universe. This DM question an be explored with HE neutrino
9telesopes, in the ase of non baryoni CDM in the form of the lightest neutralino in the
MSSM framework: neutralinos in the halo sattering off ordinary matter may eventually
be gravitationally trapped in marosopi objets. Subsequent satterings then redue their
veloity resulting in their aumulation over astronomial times in the ore of these objets,
where they annihilate pairwise produing neutrinos that an be deteted. AMANDA-B10
has performed indiret searhes for non baryoni CDM, from the enter of the Earth [31℄.
The improved reonstrution apabilities of AMANDA-II for nearly horizontal traks allows
a similar searh for CDM from the Sun. During 143.7 days of the detetor lifetime 2001,
the Sun was loated below the horizon. A solar neutralino WIMP analysis has reently been
ompleted [32℄. The exlusion limit, shown in Fig. 6, is slightly above the level of diret CDM
searh experiments [33℄. One a few years of data has been umulated, the WIMP sensitivity
is expeted to explore the MSSM parameter spae lose to the reah of the urrent diret
CDM searh experiment. Nevertheless, it must be stressed that nulear reoil and indiret
CDM searh experiments are not equivalent. In the ase of an unevenly distributed CDM
halo throughout the galaxy, the latter have a detetion potential whih remains intat, whih
renders these indiret searhes interesting. Moreover, solar spin dependent sattering ross
setions ould signifiantly enhane the trapping rate of neutralinos. It is worth mentioning
that IeCube with a gain of about one order of magnitude in sensitivity will be able to over
a large unexplored region of the MSSM parameter spae.
3.3. Other physis analyses
Not all analysis topis in progress have been overed here. Notably:
- The CR omposition, studied using data from AMANDA-B10 and inluding SPASE-2
information, is disussed in [34℄.
- A staking AGN point soure analysis will be ompleted shortly, whih onsists of a
seletion of various soure samples, belonging to different phenomenologial lasses, har-
aterized by their morphology, their luminosity and their spetrum. Preliminary results,
using the 4-year ombined point soure sample, did not show any signifiant deviations over
bakground expetations [35℄.
- A searh for transient point soures is in progress. It onsists in a seletion of potential
andidates for hadroni aeleration, based on the exeptional variability of their multi-
10
wavelength spetra, as observed with onventional astronomy. This enhanement ould be
orrelated with periods of enhaned neutrino emission. Preliminary results [36℄ did not reveal
any exess so far.
4. PHYSICS PROSPECTS WITH ICECUBE
IeCube will reah unmathed sensitivities in searhing for extra-terrestrial HE neutrinos,
aording to the detailed simulation
1
results of prospetive analyses in the neutrino-indued
muon hannel [12℄. This is reported in the next two setions. IeCube will also ollet a set
of the order of one million neutrinos over 10 years, in the range 100 GeV< Eν < 10 PeV.
This powerful HE ν beam, through the study of its energy and angular distribution, will
allow for instane to alibrate the detetor, to determine (or set upper limits to) the HE
harmed partile prodution ross setions [37℄ and to probe physis beyond the SM, as e.g
non standard (exoti) neutrino osillation senarios.
4.1. Diuse extra-terrestrial ux sensitivity
After 3 years of operation, IeCube is expeted to reah an all-flavor sensitivity of
E2ν
dΦν
dEν
= 4.2 · 10−9GeV cm−2 s−1 sr−1, 100TeV < Eν < 100 PeV, 90%C.L.,
more than half an order of magnitude below the WB upper bound (see Fig. 4). This will allow
us to onfront the preditions from more onservative models of hadroni aeleration [4,
13, 14℄
2
.
4.2. Point soure ux sensitivity
The all-flavor point soure sensitivity after 3 years of data taking, will be at the level
E2νµ
dΦνµ
dEνµ
= 7.2 · 10−9GeV cm−2 s−1 E > 5TeV, 90%C.L.,
1
Using the AMANDA-II MC. However, the hardware performane of IeCube is expeted to be better:
bakground rejetion, HE reonstrution and angular resolution will probably be signifiantly improved.
2
Conservatively assuming RQPM [38℄ HE atmospheri neutrino bakground flux from prompt deays,
instead of the standard TIG pQCD [39℄, in whih ase our limit would improve by fator two.
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This annot be simply ompared to the AMANDA-II 4-year ombined analysis, beause of
the different energy threshold of the analyses. But, if we restrit ourselves to the assump-
tion of a E−2 benhmark spetrum with energies above ≈1 TeV, this represents a gain in
sensitivity by more than one order of magnitude, in reah of various model preditions (see
Introdution). Fig. 7 shows that already at low energy, 100 GeV< E <1 TeV, the effetive
area reahes 0.6 km
2
. Above 10 PeV, the Southern sky is opening and the galati enter
an be probed with an effetive area of as muh as 0.5 km
2
.
4.3. Physis beyond the SM
In a world with δ + 4 dimensions, the Plank sale an be onsiderably lowered, down
to the TeV-sale, solving the hierarhy problem, this huge existing gap between the Plank
and the eletroweak sales [40℄. Phenomenology predits in this ase the opious prodution
of miro blak holes whih demoratially evaporate into SM partiles [41℄. In neutrino
telesopes, distint signatures in energy and angular spetra from the atmospheri ones
ould be expeted. These prospets have been studied in detail in [42℄, profiting from the
UHE neutrino fluxes, guaranteed osmogeni [43℄ or presumed (WB [4℄).
In the ase of a violation of the equivalene priniple (non universal oupling of neutrino
flavors to gravity) or of the Lorentz invariane (flavor-dependent maximal attainable velo-
ities), the pattern of neutrino osillations an be modified [44℄: in addition to mass-indued
osillations, other HE osillations indued by new physis ould be present. Consider
the osillation probability, in the ase of mass eigenstates oiniding with new physis
eigenstates:
Pνµ→νµ = 1− sin
2 2θ sin2
((∆m2
4E
+
∆δE
2
)
L
)
. (3)
It is immediately apparent from the seond argument of eq. 3 that the mass term is strongly
suppressed at HE. Prospets using HE atmospheri neutrinos olleted after 10 years of
IeCube have been studied in [45℄: lear signatures up to relative violation effets at the
∆δ < 10−28 level, well beyond the reah of other detetors (∆δ . 10−26 [46, 47℄ ) are visible
by looking at the distortions of the angular and of the energy spetra, as ompared to pure
mass-indued osillation expetations.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
AMANDA-II limits to an extra-terrestrial diffuse flux are tightening down lose to the WB
upper bounds leading to strong onstraints on hadroni aeleration models. Searhes for
individual point soures of neutrinos have not revealed any exess so far, but our ontinually
improving sensitivities may still divulge the first extra-terrestrial neutrinos, if so, IeCube
would begin an era of preision measurements of the neutrino sky. If AMANDA-II does not
disover point soures, IeCube will nonetheless ontribute to partile physis within and
beyond the SM, first extra-terrestrial neutrinos will be observed and it is likely, based on
robust arguments reviewed here, that first soures will shimmer through IeCube.
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Figure 3. The AMANDA-II re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ted HE neutrino spetrum. Results
from the Frejus experiment [26℄ are also
shown. The dotted urves are the pre-
di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al fluxes,
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ording to Volkowa above
100 GeV and Honda below 100 GeV [25℄.
Figure 4. Diffuse point soure flux summary. Lines labeled 1-
4 are the upper limits from the '97 νµ analysis [24℄, the '97 UHE
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ade analysis [17℄ and resulting from the '00
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4-year ombined νµ analysis [20℄. Line 7 shows the AMANDA-II
projeted sensitivity of a 5-year ombined UHE analysis. Also shown
the WB [4℄ and MPR [13℄ upper bounds and the flux preditions of
S&S [14℄ and MPR models.
Figure 5. Preliminary results of the 4-year ombined point soure searh. Left: sensitivity. Right: muon neutrino
effetive area (for various δ).
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Table 1. Preliminary results from the 4-year ombined point soure searh for a seleted sample of soures. δ, α, nobs and
nb are respetively the delination, the right asension, the number of observed events and the expeted bakground.Φ90% is
the integrated flux upper limit above 10 GeV, assuming a spetral index α = 2 in 10−8 m−2 s−1 units.
andidate δ [o℄ α [hr℄ nobs nb Φ90% andidate δ [
o
℄ α [hr℄ nobs nb Φ90%
TeV Blazars
Markarian 421 38.2 11.07 6 5.6 0.68 1ES 2344+514 51.7 23.78 3 4.9 0.38
Markarian 501 39.8 16.90 5 5.0 0.61 1ES 1959+650 65.1 20.00 5 3.7 1.0
1ES 1426+428 42.7 14.48 4 4.3 0.54
GeV Blazars
QSO 0528+134 13.4 5.52 4 5.0 0.39 QSO 0219+428 42.9 2.38 4 4.3 0.54
QSO 0235+164 16.6 2.62 6 5.0 0.70 QSO 0954+556 55.0 9.87 2 5.2 0.22
QSO 1611+343 34.4 16.24 5 5.2 0.56 QSO 0716+714 71.3 7.36 1 3.3 0.30
QSO 1633+382 38.2 16.59 4 5.6 0.37
Miroquasars
SS433 5.0 19.20 2 4.5 0.21 Cygnus X3 41.0 20.54 6 5.0 0.77
GRS 1915+105 10.9 19.25 6 4.8 0.71 XTE J1118+480 48.0 11.30 2 5.4 0.20
GRO J0422+32 32.9 4.36 5 5.1 0.59 CI Cam 56.0 4.33 5 5.1 0.66
Cygnus X1 35.2 19.97 4 5.2 0.40 LS I +61 303 61.2 2.68 3 3.7 0.60
SNR & Pulsars
SGR 1900+14 9.3 19.12 3 4.3 0.35 Crab Nebula 22.0 5.58 10 5.4 1.3
Geminga 17.9 6.57 3 5.2 0.29 Cassiopeia A 58.8 23.39 4 4.6 0.57
Misellaneous
3EG J0450+1105 11.4 4.82 6 4.7 0.72 J2032+4131 41.5 20.54 6 5.3 0.74
M 87 12.4 12.51 4 4.9 0.39 NGC 1275 41.5 3.33 4 5.3 0.41
UHE CR Doublet 20.4 1.28 3 5.1 0.30 UHE CR Triplet 56.9 11.32 6 4.7 0.95
AO 0535+26 26.3 5.65 5 5.0 0.57 PSR J0205+6449 64.8 2.09 1 3.7 0.24
PSR 1951+32 32.9 19.88 2 5.1 0.21
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